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letter from the editor

WELL, WELL, WELL.
The theme of this issue is voyage. Inspired by my last nine
months of giddy travel, this volume focuses on every aspect
of that concept. Voyage is growth, it’s adventure, change,
journey, exploration and transformation, it’s getting found
and getting lost. In respect to the theme it seems fitting
that volume two received more than double the number of
submissions as volume one, and that the contributors have
come from all walks of the world. Some include Canada,
Australia, England, Scotland, Thailand and Italy.
I’m well chuffed (some slang I picked up in Edinburgh) of the
work in this issue, and I feel mega excited to help get it out
in the form of a publication. All the work is deserving of eyes
and attention. So please – share this issue! Looking through
this issue makes me tingle all over and I hope it does the
same for you. So go ahead, get lost in pip volume two.
					until next time :) :)
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EA ST COA ST CANADA
Cai tlin Aboud
35mm film
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UN TITL ED
Olivia Rinne
24”x 30”
a cr ylic
2016
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‘06

Hailey Frie drich sen
at Age 10

dec 26th 06
I had to wait an hour and a half on the plan because there
was a delay!!
At 11:00 --> at night we got to our really nice hotel the
AScott. Me and dana are sharing a room together it has a t.v.,
two lamps, two beds, and a chair.
THIS IS WHAT OUR ROOM LOOKS LIKE
Wed dec 27th 06
We went to Oxford Street and went to Some Stores I haven’t
bought anything yet because we got 50 dollars to spend
because we got it from Christmas and also 20$ just for things
that we just want and things that we just want and things that
will let us remember our great trip!!!!
thus dec 28th 06
In the morning we went to the Winston Churchill War
Musuem. It was so much fun and it was my second time there
my favourite room was the teleaporter room and Winston
Churchill’s Kitchen! But Before that we went to West minister
abby. I like because the queen’s and king’s got buryied there
and still do and I liked BIG BEN alot!
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SEL F ACCEP TANCE
Adrian D énommé
digital
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HAWAII
Evangeline B elz ile
35mm film
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Na dia Chaney
india ink and pencil
crayon on paper

SUBM ARINE SUCCES SION

WAVE
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UN TITL ED
Luke Pat terson
RC prints - 1940- 50s
colla ges of gran parent’s
negatives
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VOYAGE DANS L A LUNE
Dalila D’ Amico
digi tal colla ge
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thoughts had while sleeping
in a graveyard in Denmark
because I like ghosts and don’t
like asking for directions, even if
it means I can’t find a hostel and
have to sleep outside

quietest		
I’ve had since coming here.
Sweden always whispers in my ears
buzz hum tussle
all fits
together
murmurs are music because the language
I’m told sounds like a song
nothing much ‘cross the water		
even the ferry was silent
new sort of engine		
must be		
if the engine makes
no sound how can you tell that it’s working

Paisley Conra d

no balance in this world too much or too little
eat too much
don’t eat for days
sleep ’til two
stay up all night
write for
hours
don’t touch my journal for a week 		
already forgot what
happened
don’t have good enough shoes		
adequate backpack
coat zipper
broken.
haven’t eaten all day, except for a croissant from the ferry terminal
is not croissant country
I am being a tourist Wrong.

this

wish I had a sleeping bag.
think that tomorrow I’m going to Hamlet’s castle 		
and then go back to
Sweden
Denmark is strange because 		
despite crowds and cobbles		
it is quiet
strange to not hear what you see
Stockholm is shaped like a gothic church
it was meant for sound
there is space to fill
Denmark’s streets are far too crowded and much too cobbled for my liking.
There’s too much loud, and too much quiet. There’s no balance in this world.
I’m happy to be alive.
five thirty in the morning and the dead are sighing 		
wonder
					when the castle opens.
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MANON IN SILVER
Brigi t te Pat tenaud
digi tal
2016
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calloused hands & sticky skin
(planting trees in the middle
of Canada)
L ayla God frey
35mm film
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L IS TENING TO BODY
Marcus D énommé
ink on paper
excerpt from Veins &
Ar ter ys
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UN TITL ED
Flo Whi t tle
35mm film
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untitled
T imma F lana gan
In i talic s is a quote from
Homer ’s O dyssey, Book 1 ,
line 25 - 30.

Among the Ethiopians was the god
Far Off;
voyaging in the world
a liar, pillager, tormentor.
Who left our realms
to be humbled
when dawn spread out her rosy finger tips
sirens swoop in sorrowed silence
childhood filled with tones of a monk
and confusion of your first language
the dialogue of a glimmering gaze, held
Two seconds longer. No commas to be found
in this infantry of mine
Anticipation, sitting in a stark room
polyester covered chairs scratch
backs of arms and legs
I would give anything to be a
child again
in this transient state
the waiting room, waits. Filling like
fundy’s bay, emptying like the dead
sea’s secret corners where salt
kisses your lips,
a light dusting, alights on opened
eyes to remind us that the surroundings
are evaporating to crystalized
memories of what the world held
a gentle grasp
constriction induces
and all that filled is emptied
under a speckled sky dawns rosy tips
emerge
witness to
partaking in
a voyage most immense
to lie, one face twisted, the other
watchful. Witnessing the grains
sewn into space and time
the mystery of those next to you and if
those next to you will remain the day
no telling, more foretold
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D ennis Valouski
dig i tal & photography

BREEZE FROM THE SEA
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KOH SAMUI
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VOLUNTARY URBAN CAMPING
Elliot B enjamin
produc t de sign
click here to le arn more
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NARROW MARGINS
Ma eve Lejeune
hand - drawn animation
click here to watch
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NOVEMBER SUN SE ARCH
Jamal Jabbar
35mm film
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MIS S U
Mona Fani
digi tal colla ge
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small talk (for anne carson)

S am Kreuger
This poem inc ludes a line from Anne
Carson’s poem “Shor t Talk on the
S ensation of Aeroplane T ake off”

You know I’m going to Toronto
to visit my husband,
said the woman sitting next to me
on the aeroplane.
He’s launching a book of poetry
into the sky we clambered
and I nodded, thinking of a
Famous Canadian Poet who
had quipped something about
love and the feeling of airplane takeoffs.
Turning to her I said erroneously
You know Atwood had something
to say about love and the feeling
of airplanes, taking off
into love rather than falling into it,
something like that.
She nodded sagely
and, after a moment, spoke slowly:
I think I understand that.
I understood it too, speeding away yet
feeling love running towards my life
with its arms up
as we sat still and I accelerated
into a love left behind me.
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SIMPL E SYRUP
Mook A t tanath
digi tal
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DE TROIT ARCADIA
Bri Kim
digi tal colla ge
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Neriah Mair
digi tal

MIL L S

SE. WA
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MY VOYAGE TO WINE
Manon Fraser
ink
2016
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TAL L RO CKS & WO OL SO CKS
Jordyn Taylor
35mm film
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le arn more & re a d volume one at pipma gaz ine.com

